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Ministry Exams 1415 – 1423 H. 
A- Change into passive:- 
1- The mother fed the baby. 

2- They built that house. 

3- Farmers grew vegetable. 

4- Ali wrote tow plays. 

5- Mona made that story. 

6- Yasser repaired these cars. 

7- Did Dickens Write that novel? 

8-Ali chose the books. 

9- He ate the meal. 

10- My brother wrote a nice letter to the teacher. 

11- Ahmed wrote five letters. 

12- The police caught Ali. 

13- He raised his hand . 

14- Aziz wrote a letter to his brother. 

15- They had bought the books. 

16- Pip had helped the man. 

17- When did someone write "the Merchant of Venus"? 

18- They grew dates in Madinah. 

19- Dates are ( grow ) in Madinah.     ( Correct )    

20- The parcel ( send ) by my brother, hadn't it?              

21- After I ( put ) my books in the desk, I went out.  

22- The watch (has sold \ has been sold \ sell) by Ali.    ( Choose ) 

B- Report these sentences & Qs:- 
1- "Have the stories been written in easy English?"             

2- "Have you been in the library recently?"      
3- "He did all the homework regularly. 

4- The author lived in the sixteenth centuries. 

5- "Did Dickens write novels?" 

6- "Nasser did not make up novels?" 

7- Khalid wrote poem and plays. 

8- "I have visited my friend". 

9- "I have not done my homework?" 

10- Did Ahmed write poems? 

======================================================================================= 

C- Begin with v-ing 

1- Because she liked children, she became a teacher. 

2- Because he studied medicine, he became a doctor. 

3- Because he wanted to travel, he bought a ticket. 

4- Because she eats a lot, she became fat. 

5- Sleeping late last night, he did not pray Fajr at mosque.                           ( By ) 

6- Walking on the eggs, he broke them.  

7- ( Working \ Works \ Worked ) in the library, he read good books.    ( Choose ) 
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D- Make questions\ Ask questions:- 

1- No, we did not go anywhere on Friday. 

2- Dickens wrote "Great Expectation".  

3- Anas asked his father about the library.  

4- Yes, I saw my teacher.                      

5- Yes, he was able to say his name. 

6- Some people drink ………    

7- Sana went to the library to read.             

8- He performed Hajj last year.            

9- She listened carefully to the teacher.         

10- Her father worked in a hospital.           

11- Shakespeare wrote " Macbeth".           

12- Majed asked Jamal about the book.        

13- Ali asked Jamal about the station.          

14- Ahmed asked Ali about the story. 

 

=======================================================================================          

 

E- 1-Shorten \ 2-Rewrite \  3-Take out  \ 4-Add commas:- 
1- Youssef who met me at the airport is bigger than me. 

2- The Islamic U that is located in Madinah has 5,500 students. 

3- Fahad who saw me at the school is big. 

4- The reading book which we read last year was useful. 

5- Faisal who has been working all day wants to stop. 

6- Ahmed who drove all day wanted to stop at next town. 

7- The new surgeon who works in this hospital is my cousin. 

8- The engineer who built the house is an expert. 

9- The student who is writing his homework is my best friend. 

10- The dress which she wore is beautiful. 

11- The boy who was sent to England learned to speak English. 

12- KSU which was founded in 1957 offers degrees in sciences. 

13- Ali who has been studying all time wants to stop. 

14- KFUPM which was founded in 1963 is the smallest one. 

15- KAAU which was founded in 1967 offers degrees in sciences. 

16- KAAU which was founded in 1967 has male and female students. 

17- The man who was invited last night is a famous actor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

------ 

Who 

Why 

Someone 

------ 

Missing inform. 

Who 

When 

How 

Where 

When 

Why 

Why 

Who 
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F-1-Join using While \ Start with While:- 
1- He was playing. He lost his key. 

2- Walking in the street, he saw a strange car accident. 

3- He talk, a policeman drove up in a car. 

4- He was praying. The phone rang. 

5- She was cleaning. She found the ring. 

6- He was driving his car. He had a puncture. 

7- She was sleeping. The bell rang. 

8- He was playing football. He lost his keys. 

9- We saw Saud. We were standing at the airport lounge. 

10- I broke my pen. I was doing my homework. 

11- It was raining. They collect water in a tin. 

12- Walking on the eggs. He broke them. 

13- He lost his keys while he was playing football.  
 

2-( Correct ) 
13- While I ( visit ) my friend, I went to the museum.    

14- While he ( talk ), a man drove up in a car.     

15- While they ( play ), the phone rang.      

16- While ( sleep ), his father knocked at the door.     

17- We saw Ali while we ( wait ) for the bus. 

18- When he entered the room, he ( sit ) down. 

 

3-( Choose ) 
19- While he ( was waiting  -- wait – will wait ), his friend came.   

20- While he was praying, the phone ( ring – rang – ringing ).    

21- He broke his neck while he ( ride – was riding – will ride) his bike.   

22- While she ( clean – will clean – was cleaning ), she found the ring.   

23- While he was driving his car, he ( has – had ) a puncture.    

24- While she ( sleep – was sleeping – slept ), the bell rang.     

25- While I ( was – were – am ) doing my homework, I broke my pen.    

26- We ( saw – see – were seeing ) Ali while we were standing there.  

27- While he ( was typing – is typing – typed ), the door bell rang.   

28- While it ( rained – is raining – was raining ), they collect water.    

29- While I was ( read – reading ) a book, Ali came into my room. 

 

4-( Correct )  [ past continuous ] was \ were + v-ing  
1- Saudia was ( serve ) twenty domestic destinations by 1975. 

2- ( Be ) he learning English two years ago? 

======================================================================================= 

G- Join the sentences:- 
1- Salem's father is nice. He lives in Abha.    [ and ] 

2- Doing researches is beneficial. It is hard work.   [ but ] 

3- You can send him a letter. You can send him an e-mail.   [ or ] 
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H-Write the abbreviations & the symbols:- 

1- Makkah Street             2- sixty dollars 

3- twenty degrees Centigrade  4- in the morning 

5- for example    6- thirty dollars 

7-twenty degrees Fahrenheit  8- King Saud University 

9- and so on                 10- Seventy percent 

11- first              12- August 

12- Wednesday             13- adjective 

14- East              15- tenth 

16- noun              17- third 

18- fifteen degrees Centigrade           19- Airport Road 

20- phrase              21- ten degrees Centigrade 

22- 80 degrees Fahrenheit  23- kilometers hour 

24- degrees Centigrade            25- thirty dollars 

26- intransitive verb   27- Islamic calendar 

28- sixty-eighth             29- transitive verb 

30- 9 kilograms             31- Abha Street 

32- ten pounds sterling 

======================================================================================= 

I- 1-What kind of ………….. is it\he? 
1-Our holiday lasts three weeks. 

2- This book has three chapters. 

3- That bridge is ten metres wide. 

4- This flat has three rooms. 

5- This period lasts three hours. 

6- This novel has four chapter. 

7- This boy is sixteen years old. 

8- This trip lasts five days. 

 

2-( Finish ) 
9- Our holiday lasts two weeks. It is a two ……..………….   

10- The lesson lasts 45 minutes. It is a 45 ………………….  

3-( Correct ) 
11- He is a ( 35 year old ) policeman.          

4-( Choose ) 
12- It's a (three-chapter \ three chapter \ three chapters) novel.  

13- It's a (six metre \ six-metre \ six metres) high hospital. 

14- It's a (five-riyal \ five riyal \ five riyals) note. 

15- This school is a (three-floors \ three-floor \ three floor) building. 

16- He is a (15 year old \ 15-year-old \ 15-years-old) boy. 
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J- If ( I ) were you, I would  v- no ending 

1-Choose:-  
1- If I ( was – is – were ) you, I would eat more food. 

2- If I ( am – is – were ) you, I would be careful. 

3- If I ( were – am – was ) you, I would study hard. 

4- If  William ( lived – lives – is living – had lived ) today, he would use easy English. 

 

2-Correct:- 
5- If I ( be ) you, I would go there. 

6- If I ( be ) you, I would not leave my home. 

7- If I were you, I would ( loved ) him. 

8- If I were you, I ( will ) cycle to the France.   

9- If he ( teach ) young boy, he would use that book. 

10- If I ( was ) you, I would read many books. 

11- If Earth's axis ( be ) vertical, we would not have any season. 

=============================================================================== 

K- Match ( A ) with ( B ):-    

 A     B 
a- particularly   1- become weaker or less 

b- decline    2- very unfriendly 

c- benefit    3- a person's working life 

d- hostile    4- especially 

e- career    5- an adventure 

 

 

       A         B 
a- strong belief   1- faith 

b- cooperate    2- elderly 

c- intelligent    3- help each other 

d- quite old    4- an ability to remember things 

e- memory    5- quick to under stand 

 

 

      A      B 
a- theatre    1- the amount which  a person gets 

b- society    2- a group of people talking 

c- subjects    3- a group of people consider as a whole 

d- ration    4- the building where plays are performed 

 

  

  A      B 
a- character    1- a strong feeling that you want something 

b- aid     2- money received during a given time 

c- income    3- help 
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d- desire    4- a person in a book or story 

     A      B 
a- career    1- the building where plays are performed 

b- generous    2- come or go past 

c- theatre    3- a person's working life 

d- pass by    4- ready to give freely 

  

    A      B 
a- intelligent    1- especially 

b- lay     2- strong belief 

c- particularly   3- quick to understand 

d- faith    4- place or put  

 

    A      B 
a- loudspeaker   1- a journey by water 

b- desire    2- to make more beautiful 

c- voyage    3- want something a lot 

d- decorate    4- a device that makes sound louder 

   

  A      B  
a- tribe    1- gentle and friendly 

b- kind    2- a group ruled by a chief 

c- management   3- a child, a man, a woman 

d- human being   4- a subject given in universities 

  

  A       B 

a- career    1- the scientific study of medicine 

b- pharmacology   2- usual 

c- challenge    3- a person's working life 

d- common    4- test someone's ability 
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L- Put the words in the correct forms:- 
1- [ cooperate ] Islamic organizations need the ------------------ of Islamic World. 

2- [ keep on ]  He ---------------- doing his work until he finished. 

3- [ individual ]    Trainers should deal with trainees ------------------ . 

4- [ explore ]       The early ---------------- were searching for new trade-routes. 

5- [ found ]     King Faisal laid the ----------------- stone for KFUPM. 

6- [ kind ]     His --------------- makes him friendly to all people. 

7- [ promise ]        He ---------------- that he would not to be late. 

8- [ cooperate ]    The Islamic work needs more ----------------- of all Muslims. 

9- [ kind ]    His ---------------- helps me to do my job. 

10- [ particular ]  Electrical instrument are dangerous, --------------- for children. 

11- [ promised ]  He ---------------- that he would not be late. 

12- [ slant ]  His handwriting was ----------------- from right to left. 

13- [ found ]  King Khalid University was ---------------- in 1998. 

14- [ tribe ]  He is a well-known ---------------- chief. 

15- [ individual ]  Sometimes doctors speak to each other patient ----------------- . 

16- [ ventilate ]  The weather is hot. Please open the ------------------ .  

17- [ evaporate ]    Water is ---------------- by heat. 

18- [ pollute ]   Smoke is a main reason of environmental ----------------- . 

19- [ approximate ] There are ---------------- 365 days in a year on earth. 

20-[ religion ]            Arab Aid is the result of the ---------------- duty. 

21-[ bring up ]   Orphans are often ---------------- in special homes. 

22-[ tribe ]   He is famous --------------- chief. 

23-[ cooperate ]  The World Islamic League needs the ---------------- of M countries. 

24-[ immediate ]  You will ---------------- recognize the new annexe. 

25-[ lone ]  The little boy was ------------------. 

26-[ work ]  Career is the person's ---------------- life. 

27-[ found ]  My brother ----------------- a private school last year. 

28-[ tribe ]  There are hundreds ---------------- in Africa. 
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 M-1- Replace one word in the sentence:- 

1- We did not like that person because he was impolite.   [ common ] 

2- She placed the clean clothes on the chair.     [ laid ] 

3- Reporters receive unfriendly answers to their question.   [ hostile ] 

4- Stairs can be dangerous especially for elderly people.   [ particularly ] 

5- The Antarctic expedition needed the help of countries.   [ cooperation ] 

6- The speaker emphasized the word "one" when he spoke.   [ stressed ] 

7- She laid the clean clothes on the chair.     [ put ] 

8- New York is not the capital of the U.S.A. It's the chief city.  [ main ] 

9- I would rather continue studying.      [ keep on ] 

10-This will greatly help the developing world.     [ benefit ] 

11- Calligraphy is a specialized skill.       [ art ] 

12- King A. Aziz Museum shows the old Saudi currency.   [ displays ] 

13-This boy is very smart in Mathematics.     [ intelligent ] 

14- The soldier was strict with the convict.     [ hard ] 

15- My friend is a great football supporter.     [ fan ] 

16- Although I am tired I would like continue working.    [ keep on ] 

17- All students are same in the eye of the teacher.    [ same ] 

18- This tent gives room for three people.     [ space ] 

19- My friend is a great basketball supporter.     [ fan ] 

20- My schedule is very busy this week.      [ timetable ] 

 

 

2- Replace the underlined word with the suitable one:- 
1- The artist displays his new drawing in the museum. 

a- prefers  b- likes  c- shows  

2- Human beings must keep on protecting the environment. 

a- interested in b- continue  c- save 

3- Ali was ready to give freely. 

a- greedy  b- kind  c- generous 

4- He is a football supporter. 

a- fan   b- player  c- coach 
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N-1-Add (s) \ 2-Make it plural \ 3-Change into plural:-  
1- worry   2- wolf  3- video   4- eat 

5- teach   6- knife  6- man   7- star 

8- sheep   9- crash  10- photo   11- box 

12- wife   13- do   14- life   15- leaf 

16- woman 

2- Add ing. 
1- rise    2- carry  3- like    4- sit 

5- wait   6- get   7- see    8- tie 

3- Add ed. 
1- travel   2- carry  3- like    4- tie 

5- prefer   6- pray  7- dry    8- control 

4- Add er. 
1- run    2- begin 

5-Write the American spelling:- 
1- colour   2- litre 

 

 6-Write the American word: 
1- lorry   2- curtains 

 

7-Put the British words and spelling in the table:- 
1- can    2- chips  3- movie   

4- garden   5- labourer  6- programme  

7- fuelled   8- elevator  9- chips   

10- faucet 

British words & spelling 

   

   

   

 

8- Write the British word:- 
1- elevator   2- gas  3- faucet    4- candy  5- principle 

 

9- Write the British spelling:- 
1- labor  2- program   3- humor 

4- center     5- fueled   6- dialed  

7- tire     

 

O-Write the centuries:- 

1- 1600 to 1699 

2- 2000 to 2099 

3- The eighteenth century means the years  

      [ 1500 to 1599 – 1600 to 1699 – 1800 to 1899 ] 
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P-1-Choose the right words:- 

1- Fahad is [ old – older – oldest ] than Ali. 

2- Iron is [ heavy – heavier – heaviest ] than paper. 

3- It's [ easy – easier – easiest ] to read simple sentence than complex one. 

 

4- This is the [ hot – hotter – hottest ] summer weather for six years. 

5- That house is the [ old – older – oldest ] one in the village. 

6- This is the [ bad -- worse – worst ] weather for ten years. 

 

7- Sara can speak [ more fluent – fluent – most fluent ] than I. 

8- Flour is [ expensive – less expensive – least expensive ] than rice. 

9- Sofa are [ comfortable – more comfortable – most comfortable ] than chairs. 

 

2-Compare using ………… :- 
10- Ali is 20 years old. Khalid is 20 years old.   [ as---as ] 

11- Physics is difficult. Geography is not difficult.   [ difficult ] 

12- Basketball is [ popular ] football.     [ not as….as] 

13- Jeddah is big. Riyadh is bigger.    [ not as.…as] 

 

3-Correct:- 
14- Hashim is [ young ] than his brother.  

15- KSU is the [ old ] one in the Kingdom.  

16- Travelling by plane is [ expensive ] than by car. 

17- This is the [ bad ] summer weather for ten years. 

18- One Arabic script is [ clear ] of the other.   
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Q- If + had ……… , ………….would have ………. 

Q-1- Put the words in brackets in the correct form:-  

1- If the boat had sunk, they [ die ]. 

2- If the boat had sunk, they would have [ die ]. 

3- If they [ study ] harder, they would have passed the exam. 

4- If you had found the book, you [ read ] it. 

5- If the car [ break ] down, we would have taken a bus. 

6- If Khalid [ sleep ] early, he would have caught the bus. 

7- If you don't speak, I ( leave ) the room. 

 

2-Choose:- 
1- If I  had waited five minutes, the rain [ stopped – would stop – would have stopped ]. 

2- If the ship had sunk, they [ die – will die – would have died ].      

3- If they had study hard, they [ would – would have – will have ] passed the test.  

4- If I had [ seen – saw – see ] her before, I would have recognized her. 

 

3- Ask questions:- 

1- No, we did not go anywhere on Friday. 

2- Yes, I saw my teacher. ( someone ) 

3- Yes, he was able to say his name. ( something ) 

4- Can [ somebody – anybody ] lend me his pen, please? Yes, I can.   [Choose] 
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R-1- [ Passage: " Great Expectations"   ] Choose a, b, c, or d:- 
1- In London Pip lived in a flat with ----- to complete his education. 

a- his friend   b- Joe    c- his sister   d- the prisoner\ 

2- The main Character in " Great Expectations" is ------ 

a- Joe    b- Pip's sister   c- Pip    d- the prisoner 

3- The story of a person's life told by that person himself is ------ 

a- a short story   b- a play    c- a novel   d- an autobiography  

4- "Great Expectations" was written by ------ 

a- W. Shakespeare  b- W. Wordsworth  c- J. Austin  d- C. Dickens 

5- In "Great Expectations" , Pip had to get a job when ------ 

a- received money regularly     b- the prisoner died 

c- the convict tried to escaped    d- he decided to go to London for education 

6- In Great Expectations big cities like London are ------ places for the wanted man. 

a- safe   b- crowded   c- good  d- dangerous 

7- Pip had no ------. He was an orphan. 

a- brothers   b- sons   c- friends  d- parents 

8- Shakespeare was a ----- in the sixteenth century.  

a- novelist   b- character   c- poet  d- biographer 

9- The allowance enabled Pip to receive ----- 

a- money   b- education   c- high position d- high job 

10- An autobiography is a ----- story of someone's life written by himself. 

a- fictional   b- imagined   c- false  d- true 

11- Pip had no parents. He was an ----- 

a- an orphan   b- a judge   c- a prisoner  d- an author 

 

 

2-Fill in the spaces:-[ lonely \ allowance \ kind \ brought up \     childhood \ novel \ 

allowance \ support \ sentenced \ pity ] 

1- My mother used to give me 10 riyals as a week's ----------- 

2- Ali was a warm-hearted man. He is ---------- 

3- Without friends a person sometimes feels --------- 

4- In her ------------- my father used to water the garden. 

5- Orphans are often ----------- in special places. 

6- Great Expectations is a ---------- 

7- Ali receives his ------------- from his father weekly. 

8- He doesn't have enough money to ----------- himself. 

9- The judge ----------- the man to two years in prison. 

10-I feel ----------- for him. He has no home.  

11- The boy was --------------- . 
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S-1- [ Passage: " Universities in K.S.A. " ] Choose a, b, c, or d:- 
1- In the universities below, ----- is special because it does not teach female. 

a- KFUPM   b- KSU  c- KAAU  d- KFU 

2- King Saud University's new ----- was ---- by King Fahd in 1984. 

a- largest \ located    b- campus \ opened 

c- system \ offered    b- science \ opened 

3- ----- University includes a large number of students from all over the world. 

a- King Saud   b- Umm Al-Qura c- Islamic U  d- King Faisal 

4- You can study medicine in -----  

a- Islamic U   b- KAAU  c- KFUPM  d- Imam U 

5- Female students can study at all university except -----. 

 a- KSU           b- Imam U     c- KFUPM  d- KFU 

6- KFUPM is ----- 

a- one of the university in Riyadh. 

b- one of the hospital in the Kingdom. 

c- a leading centre for the study of energy. 

7- ----- became a government institution in 1971. 

a- KFUPM   b- KSU  c- KFU  d- KAAU 

 

 

 2-Fill in [ career \ located \  intelligent \ economics \ branch \ humanities \ 

 veterinary surgeon ] 

1- He wants to make his ---------- in engineering. 

2- The library is --------- in the centre of the campus.   

3- She can answer very fast. She is ------------ 

4- To become a businessman, you need to study ------------ 

5- KAAU has a ------------ in Madinah. 

6- The ----------- include the study of literature and history. 

7- He is studying the ------------- at KSU. 

8- He will become a good ---------- because he likes animals. 
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T-1- [ Passage: " King Abdul Aziz " ] Choose a, b, c, or d:- 
1- King Abdul Aziz was ------ to leave Riyadh. 

a- asked   b- told  c- forced   d- promised 

2- Saudi Arabia was put on the road of ----- at the time of King Abdul Aziz. 

a- cooperation  b- decoration c- corporation  d- modernization  

3- King Abdul Aziz kept his ----- to reconquer his family's Najdi land. 

a- promise   b- money  c- faith   d- strength 

4- King Abdul Aziz grew up in ----- 

a- Hejaz   b- Makkah  c- Kuwait   d- Hofof 

5- In 1902, King A Aziz returned from ----- and captured Riyadh. 

a- Najd   b- Kuwait  c- Hejaz   d- Bahrain 

6- King A Aziz ----- K S A a hundred years ago. 

a- forced   b- founded  c- fought   d- found 

7- ----- chief became a strong supporters at King A Aziz's majlis. 

a- Friendly   b- Costly  c- Hostile   d- Elderly 

 

 

2-Put in the missing words: [  recognize \ forced \ fair \ realize \ promised \ 

foundation stone \ laid \ promises \ clever \ society ]   

1- I did not --------- your face. 

2- The policeman ---------- the thief to give back the stolen money. 

3- King Abdul Aziz was a ---------- leader. 

4- Good students soon ---------- their mistakes. 

5- The students ---------- that he would not be late. 

6- The teacher was very --------. He dealt with the pupils equally.   

7- The King laid the ----------- for the new building. 

8- He --------- his goods in the corner. 

9- My friend --------- me to win the prize. 

10-  He has ---------- students, and were never lost the competition. 

11-  There are good customs in the Saudi --------- .  
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U-1- [ Passage: " The Antarctic Expedition" ] Choose a, b, c, or d:- 
1- The Antarctic Expedition needed the ----- of several countries. 

a- cooperation  b- operation   c- corporation  d- hope 

2- One aim of the multinational team was to research the amount of ----- 

a- water   b- equipment  c- science   d- pollution 

3- The 1989 expedition had ----- 

a- only Saudis 

b- more than two Saudis 

c- men from different countries 

4- The first step in the multinational team's plan to Antarctica was to ----- 

a- become fit   

b- ski well   

c- make equipment ready   

d- learning camping 

5- The journey to the Antarctica made by two Saudis ----- was held in 1989. 

a- scientists   b- students   c- players   d- sailors 

6- The 1989 expedition had ----- 

a- only two people. 

b- only Saudis.  

c- men from different countries. 

7- ----- must take care of the environment. 

a- Animals   b- Plans   c- People   d- Birds 

8- The 1989 Antarctic expedition had ----- 

a- only two people. 

b- only Saudis.  

c- men from different countries. 

d- more than five Saudis. 

 

 

2-Put in the missing words:- [ cooperation \ rationed \ crashed \ get \ expedition \ 

cooperates \ adapt\ explorer \ benefit \ never \ moisture \ challenged ] 

1- The Antarctic ------------ needed the -------- of several countries. 

2- In the desert, water for soldier was -------- to four liters a day. 

3- The boat -------- into an iceberg.  

4- They ------- help from different countries. 

5- In group work everybody, ---------- . 

6- They have to ---------- to the new weather.  

7- The early ---------- were searching for new trade-route. 

8- The scientist made an ---------- to Alaska. 

9-  A good education is --------- for everybody. 

10-  She --------- forgets anything. 

11-  When the weather is humid, the air is full of ---------- . 
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V-1- [ Passage: " Calligraphy " ] Choose a, b, c, or d:- 
1- The ----- script is used to emphasize things in printing. 

a- Roman  b- Gothic   c- Italic   d- Copperplate  

2- Calligraphy is the are of beautiful ----- 

a- painting  b- decoration  c- handwriting 

3-Calligrapher use ----- to form beautiful shapes of letters. 

a- computer and typewriter 

b- pens and ink 

c- wood and paper 

d- plastic and steel 

4- Italic is used to ----- things in printing. 

a- emphasize b- develop   c- decline   d- reduce 

5- Calligraphy declined in the West because of introduction of 

a- inscription b- newspaper  c- letterheads  d- printing 

6- Calligraphy is the art of beautiful ----- 

a- speaking  b- handwriting  c- drawing   d- reading 

7- Gothic is probably the ----- script to read. 

a- clearest  b- easiest   c- most difficult  d- most common 

 

 

2-Put in the missing words:- [ stressed \ sample \ different \ invented \ script \ 

frame \ decoration ] 

1- When he said" you must do it". He ---------- the words must. 

2- Before we give you a job, we must see a --------- of your work. 

3- The Arabic calligrapher can use many ---------- scripts. 

4- Many people say that the Chinese ---------- printing. 

5- Kufic is an Arabic ----------- . 

6- Ali bought a ---------- to hang her diploma. 

7- Calligraphy sometimes is used for ----------- . 
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W-1- [ Passage: " The Expansion of H. Mosques" ] Choose a, b, c, or d:- 
1- The large annexe, which was added to the H. Mosque, is located in the ----- 

side. 

a- northern   b- eastern   c- southern   d- western 

2- ---- laid the foundation stone for the 2nd Saudi expansion to the H. Mosque at 

Makkah. 

a- King Saud   b- King Fahd   c- King Khalid 

3- ----- have been built to help the pilgrims to move from one floor to another. 

a- Entrances   b- Minarets   c- Escalators  d- Ventilators 

4- Al- Mas'a ( between As- Safa and Al- Marwa which ----- 65,000 ----- . 

a- add\ minarets  b- expand\ floor  c- accommodates\ pilgrims 

 

 

2-Fill in the missing words:- [ escalator \ elderly \ ventilator \ square \ 

accommodates \ especially \ sprinkler ] 

1- There's an -------- from the ground floor to the first floor. 

2-  I cannot walk up the stairs. Let's take the --------- . 

3- My grandmother is 80 years. She is becoming --------- . 

4- This room is very hot. Please open the --------- . 

5- Our room is twenty --------- meters. 

6- The new hotel ------------ 200 people. 

7- Stairs can be dangerous ------------ for elderly people. 

8- Turn on the ------------- to water the garden. 
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